
 

 

 

 

    

 The S&P 500 Surges to 14-Month Highs on Falling Inflation, Stable Growth     

The S&P 500 ended the second quarter and first half of 2023 at a 14-month high and most major 
stock indices logged solid gains in the second quarter following a pause in the Fed’s rate hike 
campaign, stronger-than-expected corporate earnings (especially in the tech sector) and the 
relatively drama-free resolution of the debt ceiling.   

The second quarter began with markets still in the throes of the regional bank crisis following 
the March failures of Silicon Valley Bank and Signature Bank, and investors started the month of 
April wary of contagion risks. Those concerns proved mostly overdone, however, as throughout 
most of the month regional banks were stable. That stability allowed investors to re-focus on 
corporate earnings, and the results were much better than feared as 78% of S&P 500 companies 
reported better-than-expected Q1 earnings, a number solidly above the 66% long-term average. 
Additionally, 75% of reporting companies beat revenue estimates for the first quarter, also well 
above the long-term average. That solid corporate performance was a welcome sight for 
investors and coupled with general macroeconomic calm, allowed stocks to drift steadily higher 
throughout most of April. However, following an underwhelming earnings report, concerns 
about the solvency of First Republic Bank weighed on markets late in the month and the S&P 
500 declined into the end of April to finish with a modest gain. 

Fears of a First Republic Bank failure were realized on May 1st, as the bank was seized by 
regulators and the FDIC was appointed its receiver. However, that same day, JPMorgan 
announced it was acquiring the bank from the FDIC, and that move helped to calm investor 



anxiety about financial contagion risks. The Federal Reserve also helped to distract investors 
from the First Republic failure, as the Fed hiked rates at the May 2nd FOMC meeting, but 
importantly altered language in the statement to imply it would pause rate hikes at the next 
meeting. That change was expected by investors, however, and as such it failed to ignite a 
meaningful rally in stocks. Instead, the tech sector helped push the S&P 500 higher in mid-May, 
thanks to an explosion of investor and financial media enthusiasm around Artificial Intelligence 
(AI), which was highlighted by a massive rally in Nvidia (NVDA) following a strong earnings 
report. However, like in April, the end of the month saw an increase in volatility. This time it was 
thanks to the lack of progress on a U.S. debt ceiling extension and rising fears of a debt ceiling 
breach and possible U.S. debt default. However, a two-year debt ceiling extension was agreed to 
by Speaker McCarthy and President Biden on May 28th and was signed into law a few days later, 
avoiding a financial calamity. The S&P 500 finished May with a slight gain. 

With the debt ceiling resolved, a Fed pause in rate hikes expected and continued stability in 
regional banks, the rally in stocks resumed in early June and was aided by several potentially 
positive developments. First, inflation declined as the Consumer Price Index (CPI) hit the lowest 
level in two years. Second, economic data remained impressively resilient, reducing fears of a 
near-term recession. Finally, in mid-June, the Federal Reserve confirmed market expectations by 
pausing rate hikes and that helped fuel a broad rally in stocks that saw the S&P 500 move 
through 4,400 and hit the highest levels since April 2022. The last two weeks of the month saw 
some consolidation of that rally thanks to mixed economic data, political turmoil in Russia and 
hawkish rhetoric from global central bankers, but the S&P 500 still finished June with strong 
gains. 

In sum, markets were impressively resilient in the second quarter and throughout the first half 
of 2023, as better-than-feared earnings, expectations for less-aggressive central bank rate hikes, 
more evidence of a “soft” economic landing and relative stability in the regional banks pushed 
the S&P 500 to a 14-month high.       

Third Quarter Market Outlook 

As we begin the third quarter of 2023, the outlook for stocks and bonds is arguably the most 
positive it’s been since late 2021, as inflation hit a two-year low, economic growth and the labor 
market remain impressively resilient, the Fed has temporarily paused its historic rate hiking 
campaign, the debt ceiling extension is resolved, and we’ve seen no significant contagion from 
the regional bank failures from earlier this year. 

That improvement in the fundamental outlook has been reflected in both stock and bond prices 
so far this year, as the S&P 500 hit the best levels since last April and more cyclically focused 
sectors led markets higher late in the quarter on rising hopes for a broad economic expansion.   

However, while clearly the past quarter brought positive developments in the economy and the 
markets, leading the financial media to proclaim a “new bull market” has started, it’s important 
to remember that potentially significant risks remain to the economy and markets. Put more 
bluntly, the market has taken a decidedly positive view on the ultimate resolution of multiple 



macroeconomic unknowns, but their outcomes remain very uncertain and thanks to the strong 
year to date rally in stocks, there is now little room for disappointment. 

First, the economy has not yet felt the full impact of the Fed’s historically aggressive hike 
campaign, and while the economy has proved surprisingly resilient so far, we know from history 
that the impacts of rate hikes can take far longer than most expect to impact economic growth. 
Put in plain language, it’s premature to think the economy is “in the clear” from recession risks, 
and we should all expect the economy to slow more as we move into the second half of 2023. 
The key for markets will be the intensity of that slowing, as at these valuation levels stocks are 
not pricing in a significant economic slowdown.   

On inflation, clearly there’s been progress in bringing inflation down, as year-over-year CPI has 
fallen from over 9% in 2022 to 4% in less than a year’s time. However, even at 4%, CPI remains 
far above the Fed’s 2% target. If inflation bounces back, or fails to continue to decline, then the 
Fed could easily hike rates further, like the Bank of Canada and Reserve Bank of Australia did in 
the second quarter, following pauses of their own. Those higher rates would weigh further on 
economic growth.   

Turning to banks, markets have taken the regional bank failures in stride, as the collapse of First 
Republic Bank caused minimal volatility in the second quarter. However, it’s likely premature to 
consider the crisis “over” and at a minimum, reduced lending by regional banks poses an 
additional threat to the commercial real estate market and small businesses more broadly. 
Bottom line, measures taken by the Fed in March have “ringfenced” the regional bank stress for 
now, but this remains a risk to the economy. 

Finally, markets are trading at their highest valuation in over a year, and investor sentiment has 
turned suddenly, and intensely, optimistic. The CNN Fear/Greed Index ended the second quarter 
at “Extreme Greed” levels, while the American Association for Individual Investors (AAII) 
Bullish/Bearish Sentiment Index hit the most bullish level since November 2021, right before the 
market collapse started in early 2022. Positive sentiment does not automatically mean markets 
will decline, but the sudden burst of enthusiasm needs to be considered in the context of what 
is a still uncertain macroeconomic environment and markets no longer have the protection of 
low expectations and valuations to cushion declines.   

In sum, clearly there have been positive macro developments so far in 2023 that have helped 
the stock market rebound. However, it’s important to remember that multiple and varied risks 
remain for the economy and markets.   

As such, while we are happy with the market’s performance, we remain vigilant towards 
economic and market risks and are focused on managing both risk and return potential. We 
understand that a well-planned, long-term-focused, and diversified financial plan can withstand 
virtually any market surprise and related bout of volatility, including bank failures, multi-decade 
highs in inflation, high interest rates, geopolitical tensions, and rising recession risks. 

At ACM, we understand the risks facing both the markets and the economy, and we are 
committed to helping you effectively navigate this challenging investment environment. 



Successful investing is a marathon, not a sprint, and even intense volatility is unlikely to alter a 
diversified approach set up to meet your long-term investment goals. 

Therefore, it’s critical for you to stay invested, remain patient, and stick to the plan, as we’ve 
worked with you to establish a unique, personal allocation target based on your financial 
position, risk tolerance, and investment timeline. 

We remain focused on both opportunities and risks in the markets, and we thank you for your 
ongoing confidence and trust. Please rest assured that our entire team will remain dedicated to 
helping you successfully navigate this market environment. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions, comments, or to schedule a portfolio 
review.  
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